Abstract-The problems of reduced-memory modeling and processing of regular point processes are studied. The m-memory processes and processors are defined as those whose present (incremental) behavior depends only on the present observation of counts and the stored values of the preceding m instants of occurrence. Characterization theorems for m-memory point processes and homogeneous reduced-memory point processes are obtained. Under proper optimization criteria, optimal reduced-memory "moving-window" information processors for point processes are derived. The results are applied to study reduced-memory processors for doubly stochastic Poisson processes (DSPP's) and to characterize m-memory DSPP's. Finally, a practically implementable scheme of a distribution-free l-memory processor is presented.
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Hence the associated counting process {N,, t 2 0} has an intensity function (2) as defined in [I] for a counting RPP. This intensity function A, (t,t,, . . . ,t,,t,) clearly gives the intensity of the (n + 1)st occurrence at t, given W, = t . . . , WI = t,, W, = to = 0. When considering the assocyated counting process, the intensity function will also be denoted as i(t,N,,,) , where No,, denotes the realization {N,, 0 < z < t } 3 {N,, WNt, * * 1, WI} (and the associated Bore1 o-field). For information processing purposes, one is interested in obtaining the likelihood function for NO,T. The latter was expressed in [I] as the joint-occurrence density p(No,,) = fXt&,*.
. ,t,,,n), defined as (d/h,) . * * (i?J/&,) . P{N, = n, W, < t,,;.., WI < tI}, for n 2 I, and as P{N, = 0}, for n = 0. This likelihood density follows readily from definition (1) (see Appendix I for proof) and is given by the expression is {N,")} or {N,(O)}. The RPP {N,")} is known to have n(')(t,N,,,) as its intensity function. Under a Bayes optimization criteria, the optimal scheme is known to be composed of the likelihood-ratio processor AT(*) and a threshold comparator, where AT(.) is calculated using (3) and
The resulting optimal likelihood processor is realized, as shown in Fig. 1 . It is thus observed (considering the usual cases where simple sufficient statistics for NO,= do not exist) that the latter scheme requires a memory that has to store at each instant t all the past realization No,t, i.e., {N,,WNt, . . . , W, }. Clearly, a practical processor will not be able to implement this high memory requirement. Hence, since in actual physical systems the statistical dependence between the process outcomes at t and s, s < t, decreases as (t -s) increases, a practical implementation of a likelihood processor will have to utilize a memory that stores at each t only a reduced number of the recent instants of occurrence. This paper presents a study of such reduced-memory information processors. In Section II we define the notions of m-memory processors and point processes. We then derive a statistical characterization for m-memory point processes and for homogeneous reduced-memory processes. Optimal reduced-memory "moving window" processors are derived in Section III, under various optimization criteria. The latter are shown to require the utilization of only reduced-order statistics concerning the incoming processes, which is of prime importance, since many times only reduced-order (usually second-order) statistics are available. Suboptimal reduced-memory processors, under different optimization criteria, are discussed. In Section IV, we apply our results to study reduced-memory processors for doubly stochastic Poisson processes (DSPP's) and characterize m-memory DSPP's. Finally, we present a practically implementable distribution-free l-memory processing scheme.
Previous studies related to reduced-memory information processing and modeling problems for point processes have mainly dealt with second-order properties and stationary processes. Jowett and Vere-Jones [11] studied linear and reduced-memory predictions for stationary point processes.
The spectral properties of a class of point processes, where the intensities are linearly dependent on their past history, have been studied by Hawkes [12] . Detection schemes under renewal models have been studied in [13] .
II. m-MEMORY POINT PROCESSES AND LIKELIHOOD

PROCESSORS
Dejinitions
Following the discussion in Section I, we now define for each instant t a reduced-memory information pattern Nr(*) (and its corresponding Bore1 field) to be composed of the overall number of occurrences Nt (assuming thus that a counter is available) and the m recent instants of occurrence. Thus Nt(") s Wt,W,t,W~~-l,*~ *,WN~-m+ll, m = 1,2;** N, 'O' z N t (5) where Wi g 0, for i I 0. The following definitions are now made. Dejinition 1: A random function measurable with respect to No,, will be called an m-memory random function, if it is also measurable with respect to N,'"), for all t E [O,T], m = 0,1,2;**.
A processing scheme (for point processes) will be said to be an m-memory processor over [O,T] , if it utilizes at each t E [O,T] only m-memory random functions.
A point process will be said to be an m-memory point process over CO,??], if it is an RPP whose intensity function is an m-memory function.
Thus for an m-memory RPP, we have I,,(& W,, * * . , WI) = ~,(t,Kz,-. -,Wn-*+A f or m 2 1, so that the following readily follows by (3), (4).
Proposition I: The likelihood processor for RPP's is m-memory (m 2 I), if and only if the incoming processes are m-memory point processes.
Thus, by Proposition 1, to characterize the families of point processes for which the likelihood processors are m-memory, one has to characterize m-memory RPP's. The latter characterization is now obtained.
Characterization of m-Alemory Processes
To consider the case m 2 1, we let F&t I t,,-* -A> = wK+1 < t 1 W" = tn,"', WI = ti}, fw(t 1 tn," ',tl) Then, from definition (2), we readily obtain and subsequently (see also [l] by (6) uv,, * * -,t1) = fdt I &I> 1 -Fw(t I t,> = ut,t,> so that m 2 1.
{N,} is a l-memory point process. Similarly for any If {W,, n 2 0} is a O-memory point process, then A,(t,t,, . * *,tl> = A,(t), so that by (1) or (7) we obtain P(W,+, 2 tl w, = t,;**, w, = t1) = P(W,+, 2 t I w, = t,) il, (u + t,) du] = exp [-l:,&(n) du] (8b) so that {W,, n 2 0} is then a Markov sequence with the increment W,, 1 -W,, given W, = t,,, being governed by a nonhomogeneous exponential distribution with intensity &(t + t,,). Also, if {W,, n 2 O> follows the latter statistics, then by (1) A,(t,t,, * * * ,tl) = -f In P(W,+, 2 t I K = t,)
so that the point process is O-memory. We also note that due to the exponential distribution of the interval lifetime, the associated counting process {N,, t 2 0} is then a Markov counting process. We have thus proved the following result.
Theorem I : For m 2 1, a regular point process { W,, n 2 0} is m-memory, if and only if it is an m-order Markov process. A RPP {W,, n 2 0} is O-memory, if and only if it is a Markov sequence with W, -W,-1 (given W,-1 = u) governed by an exponential distribution with intensity A,(t + u). In the latter case, the associated counting process is a Markov counting process.
Homogeneous m-Memory Processes
In practice, one can often assume that a point process is time-homogeneous. Considering homogeneous l-memory RPP's, an event occurrence at t will then depend on the previous occurrence at WNf, only through the epoch zt = t -W,, and possibly N,. The characterization of such point processes readily follows using (I), (6), and (7) and yields the following results.
Theorem 2: A regular point process is l-memory with an intensity function satisfying J, (t,tn> = v,(t -t,) (9) for some nonnegative function v,,(u), if and only if the random sequence of occurrences {W,} is Markov with independent increments (i.e., with independent interarrival times). A point process is l-memory with an intensity function satisfying n,o,t,> = v(t -tn)
for an appropriate (see (8)) function v(u), if and only if it is a renewal process.
Note: A renewal process is defined as a point process for which the intervals between occurrences, Ti = Wi -Wi-1, i = 1,2;**, are independently identically distributed random variables [3] , [4] .
We note that when (counting state) homogeneous cases are considered, the required dependence of the m-memory intensity on N, can be dropped. We can then define a point process to be an fit-memory point process over [O,T] , if it is an RPP whose intensity function satisfies l., (t,t,; . . ,tl) = A(t,t,, * . . ,t,,...,,,+ 1), m 2 1. A &memory process is a Poisson process. To incorporate the time-homogeneous case into our definition, we can define an h-m-memory point process as an RPP whose intensity function satisfies l,(t,t,, * * * A> = ( KG>, m=l 4z,,L* * *,Tl-m+A m>l where z, = t -t, and Ti = ti -ti-r. The intensity function of an h-m-memory process thus depends only on the backward recurrence time (z, = t -W,,) and the durations of the (m -1) preceding intervals {Ti}. Clearly, the family of h-m-memory point processes is a subset of the family of &memory point processes, which is, in turn, a subset of the family of m-memory point processes. Following our previous analysis, one readily concludes that a point process is A-memory, m 2 1, if and only if the sequence of occurrences {W,} is an m-order Markov se-
quence with (m-order) stationary transition distributions. A point process is h-m-memory, m 2 1, if and only if its sequence of intervals {Ti} is an (m -l)st-order Markov sequence (being, for m = 1, an independently identically distributed sequence and, therefore, a renewal process). Finally, we observe that the structure of the m-memory likelihood processor, corresponding to incoming m-memory. RPP's, is as given by Fig. 1 , with the following important characteristics. For m 2 1, the memory stores at t only the information pattern NJm). For m = 0, Nt(') and also W,, need to be stored. The processing functions h(')(e) are modified so that the appropriate m-memory intensities are incorporated. The structure of a l-memory likelihood processor for the detection of two l-memory RPP's with intensities A,(i)(t,tn), i = O,l, is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. m-MEMORYPROCESSORS FOR POINT PROCESSES
In practical situations, we need to employ m-memory schemes to process incoming point processes that are not necessarily m-memory point processes (but rather Z-memory, m c 1 I co). Often, the only statistical information available (or practically measurable) concerning the incoming processes is just their m-order statistics. In these cases, appropriate m-memory processors need to be synthesized. For this purpose, we next define the following m-memory point process, utilizing the characterization given in Theorem 1.
Dejinition 2: The m-memory point process {cmj @E,'m'P }, defined over the probability space (Q9,(m'P) [where (Q9) = (Xj0j,Xj9j) and (llj, Fj) = (R,,B)], associated with the given point process {W,,P} is, for m 2 1, an m-order Markov process whose (m + l)-order joint distributions are equal to the given corresponding ones, i.e., for each n 2 1, t,, < t,+l < *. * < t,+, '"'-ew, < t,, WI,, -c 4l+1,"', K+m < t,+m> = P{W, < t,, K+, < tnfl,**-, Wn+* < &+,I. (114 For m = 0, {'"'@n, (')P} is defined to be a Markov point process with the transition distribution function t 2 t,,
where An(t) = -$ ln WC+ 1 2 t). w4
The following result characterizes the associated mmemory point process and plays a major role in the present analysis. For that purpose, we assume the given RPP {W,,P} to satisfy(lAtl)-'P{t < W,,, < t + At I W,,, 2 t, w,; . * ,Wl,WO~ 5 mW,,*** ,W,,W,), so that E{K(*)} -C co, and to possess the derivatives ut,t,,* * -A..m+l) = -$lnP{W"+, 2 tl W, = t,;.., W,-,+, = t,-,+J (W foreachn, tandm 2 1,andform = 0 J,(t) = -f In P(W,+l 2 t}.
Wb)
We note that A,(t,t,,; * . ,tnem+ 1) denotes the intensity of point occurrence at t given an information pattern in Nim). Proposition 2: The m-memory point process {~"~@,,',,~"~~} associated with the given point process {W,,P} with intensity l(t,N,,,), is an m-memory RPP whose intensity function 
Proof: See Appendix II.
Thus the associated m-memory RPP possesses an intensity function that is, for each instant t, the least-squares causal N,(*)-measurable estimate of the given intensity function. Clearly, the given process will be statistically identical with its associated m-memory process, if and only if A(.) = '"'A(=), and then the given process is m-memory. When the latter is not the case, the associated m-memory process can be considered as a proper reduced-memory approximation to the given process. This m-memory process requires only reduced-order statistics for its characterization, and up to that order is statistically identical to the given process. To indicate the significance of these notions to the structure of reduced-memory information processors, we consider the reduced-memory solutions to the following problems.
Consider a dynamic system whose state at t,xr, causally depends upon the outcome of an RPP {N,, 0 I t I T}. In addition, we are employing at any instant t an action function a,(*) that operates on the past information pattern of the RPP. An optimal action function a,(*), 0 I t I T, is sought with respect to an appropriate nonnegative loss function L,[x,( .),a,(.)]. In particular, at each instant t, we need to obtain the best m-memory processor so that a,( .) = a,(Ntcm)). Assume that x,(e) = x,(N,(')), and that an average overall loss index L is given by
Interchanging expectation and integration in (15), we conclude that for each instant t, the m-memory function at(Nim)), which minimizes z, is that action a,(.) which
However, the latter function depends only on the probability measure operating over Nt(*"'), where mvl = max (m,l) . Hence, one can assume the underlying point process to be the associated (mvZ)-memory process without subsequently causing any change in the optimization index. The optimization problem can then be solved under the latter assumption. This results in significant simplification in the practical implementation of the processor, in particular if 1 is not large. We can thus state the following result.
Theorem 3: Assuming an optimization index (15), the optimal action a,(*), for each t, is that which minimizes L, = (*"')I? (L,[ *I}, where (*"')E is the expectation operator with respect to the probability measure (*"')b of the associated (mvZ)-memory point process.
In particular we note that to evaluate L, one needs to calculate the measure *"
( "P of an RPP whose intensity is given as (mv')l(t,N,(mnU')) = E{R(t,N,,,) ( Nr(mUz)) (see (13) The probability measure involved here, in obtaining the optimal action at t, is clearly the joint probability of Nt(m"') and ~9~. Hence we can solve the optimization problem by considering the associated (mvl)-memory process for each given Bt value and subsequently generate the statistics P(Njm"') ) 0,).
Of particular interest in communications is the case where 0, = 0 is a binary random variable so that P(8 = O> = X, pie = 1 } = rcl = 1 -71, and 0 = i designates the presence of signal i, i = 0,l (or "no-signal" for i = 0 and "signal" for i = 1). The action function a,(.) is then taken to be a binary function, so that a,(*) = i designates a decision at t that signal i is present. Consider now the problem of obtaining the optimal m-memory "movingwindow" processor. The latter utilizes, at each instant t, the observation pattern Nt(m) to generate the instantaneous decision at(Nr(*)) concerning the state of 8. Clearly, a decision error is made at t if a,(*) # t?. Hence a useful optimization criterion over [O,T) would be the average time during which an error is made. To consider the latter loss function we need to set L,[*] = L, [a,(N,""') is the probability of error at instant t. Thus L is minimized by minimizing P,(t) for each instant t. We readily obtain p,(t) = nl + s 6[at(Nt(*)),l]
where Pi(*) denote the probability measure of the underlying point process when 0 = i is assumed. Equation (18) and set a,(*) = 0, otherwise. As was shown, to employ (19a) we can consider the m-memory processes associated with Pi(*) and P,,( .). The decision scheme can thus be nresented as I ut(Np) = 1 9 7p)Pl(Np)) > 1 if no(q30(Np)) WI and set a,( a) = 0, otherwise. The likelihood ratio 'indicated in (19b) is readily evaluated utilizing the joint-occurrence distribution expressions for RPP's (see (3), (7), and [l]). Consider the following two examples. First, assume that only a counter is available so that the decision at t must be based on N, alone. Then a,(*) = a,(N,), m = 0, and the associated O-memory process under each hypothesis need to be considered. The latter, under 0 = i, will possess the intensity Anti)(t) = E{A(')(t,N, J 1 Nt = n}. Using these intensities, one can solve for the absolute state probabilities of the associated Markov counting process 'O'Pi(Nt = n) (by using expressions (12b) and (II-4)), and subsequently use (19b) to generate the optimal O-memory scheme. As a second example, consider the case where at each t the observations (N,, W,J of the current count and the recent instant of occurrence are available. Then a,(*) = a,(N,'l') = a,(N,,W,J is determined by (19b). To generate the associated l-memory measure (')pi(N,(l)) = (l)Pi(N,, W,,), we need evaluate the transition densities of the Markovian occurrence sequence {W,}, under 6 = i, for the associated l-memory process. The latter density is, however, given by (8) when we incorporate the intensity A,")(t,t,) = E{A"'(t,N, ,) 1 Nt = n W = t } It is important to nbtenthat "often in practice, these conditional mean reduced-memory intensities will be estimated using the incoming data (requiring to incorporate just reduced-order statistics) and then utilized as indicated. Hence, the difficult explicit calculation of the reducedmemory conditional mean intensities (13) will not be necessary.
We further note that approximating the incoming point processes by their associated reduced-memory processes may not yield the optimal information processors if an optimization criterion different from (16) is utilized. However, solving for the best reduced-memory processor is generally a difficult task. One could then study the performance of the processor resulting from the latter approximation as a suboptimal scheme. For example, consider the two-hypotheses problem of obtaining the m-memory processor that minimizes the error probability over [O,T] , when the incoming process under Hi is an RPP with intensity A (')(t,N,,,) . In most cases this problem is mathematically untractable. Assuming now the associated m-memory processes to approximate the incoming RPP's, we readily obtain that the best scheme generates the likelihood ratio ~n,(")~,(No,,)/no 'm'~o(No r.). The measure '""PdNo,~) is the joint-occurrence density over [O,T] , given by (3), when the m-memory intensity lCi)(t,N,(")) = E{A."'(t,N,,,) 1 N,'"'} is incorporated. Thus the related l-memory processor will assume the structure of Fig. 2 , with the addition of a block that will supply the least-squares l-memory estimates of the intensity functions to be incorporated in h,"'(a). Such a reduced-memory processor thus separates the functions of filtering and estimation of the reducedmemory intensities. Clearly, the error-probability achieved by the latter scheme will be a nonincreasing function of the memory order m and will approach its minimum value for large enough m. Note, for example, that when only secondorder statistics are available and a l-memory processor is sought to minimize the probability of error over [O,T] , the preceding scheme generates the joint occurrence distributions by assuming the related sequence of occurrence {W,} to be Markovian and thus requires to estimate only the intensity functions (1 n (i)(t t )} 3" .
IV. APPLICATIONS m-Memory Doubly Stochastic Poisson Processes
Doubly stochastic Poisson processes (DSPP's) serve as statistical models in photon communication [5] and various biological systems [6] . Conditioned on the realization Yo,t, over [O,t] , of a message (real, positive, second-order) stochastic process {Y,, 0 I t 5 T}, a DSPP {N,, 0 I t I T} is a Poisson counting process with intensity function h(t) = Y,. Unconditionally, the probability measure of a DSPP is defined by compounding over {Y,}. Thus a DSPP {N,} has the counting probability given by
Conditioned on Y,, this process is an RPP {W,, n 2 0} with intensity function A(t,N,,,,Y,) = Y,. Unconditionally, a DSPP is a' compound RPP [l] the intensity function of which is given by the causal least-squares estimate of Y,.
~,W,, -. . ,tl) = E{Y, 1 Nt = n, W, = t,; -1, WI = tl}. (20) We note that in case of optical communication systems [5] , we have Yt = c$3(t)12, where S(t) is the complex envelope of the received electric field, and CI is related to the quantum efficiency of the photo-detector and the energy per photon at the carrier frequency. The stochastic behavior of Y, is caused by message modulation and fading of the optical field.
To construct optimal reduced-memory "moving-window" processors for DSPP'S, under criteria (16) (and general suboptimal reduced-memory processors, as indicated in Section III, under other criteria), Theorem 2 indicates that one needs to derive the statistics of the associated mmemory process. For that purpose, we have to calculate the associated m-memory intensities given by (13). The latter calculation for DSPP's yields the following result. If the incoming processes are m-memory, intensities (21) are not just m-memory approximations but the actual intensities. It is thus interesting to study the conditions under which the incoming DSPP's are m-memory (and thus characterized as in Theorem 1). Equivalently, we thus ask for the class of stochastic processes {Y,} for which the related DSPP (or resulting likelihood processor) is mmemory. The following theorem provides the answer. The theorem follows directly by using (20) and (21), conditioning on YoJ"-m+ 1 and noting that
is Yo,tn-,,+ 1 measurable.
Theorem 4: A DSPP is k-memory, if and only if its message process { Yt) satisfies one of the following relations (and assuming the corresponding expectations in (22) and (23) 
3) For m = 0, when Y, = J,Y, where Y is a random variable and 1, is a (real positive) deterministic function.
The m-memory intensities in these three cases are then obtained by using (22) where I, = k/pt, ,uLt is a positive continuous function, k is a 735 [3] ) and their intensity is given by (23~). The joint occurrence distribution (3), when NT = n, is obtained to be given by 14y'"'(T)j = n! P{N, = n}(T)-". Thus for the binary hypothesis-testing problem when two mixed-Poisson DSPP's are considered, and the overall error-probability is to be minimized using a decision at T, the total count NT is a sufficient statistic. The optimal scheme is then given by the likelihood ratio A,(T) = Pcl'(NT = n)/P")(NT = n). We have
where Yci) is the message variable under Hi. Using expression (23~) a recursive relation for A,(T) is readily obtained as
where &,(')(t) = E{ Yci) 1 Nt = n, Hi}. Detection scheme (24b) is of practical importance due to its recursive nature, simplicity and the role of&(')(t) as a causal estimate. Note, however, that if the incoming processes are not necessarily O-memory and criterion (17) is utilized, the optimal Omemory "moving-window" processor will utilize the O-memory intensity A,(t) given by (21b) to generate the counting distribution P{N, = n>, under each hypothesis, and subsequently the related best O-memory processor of (19b).
I-Memory Distribution-Free Processor
Consider the case where the statistics of the incoming point process are unknown, and practical complexity constraints allow us to measure only second-order statistics and utilize only l-memory processors. Our analysis indicates that if an optimization criterion of form (16) is utilized, the optimal l-memory processor will follow if we just assume the incoming process to be l-memory, i.e., its sequence {W,} to be Markov. This conforms with the present situation where only second-order statistics are available. Under the given statistics, the Markovian assumption is expected to be useful even under other optimization criteria. To achieve a simple implementable distribution-free scheme, we need to utilize simple estimates for the transition densities of {W,}. One of the most useful distribution models for random time series is the gamma distribution [8, p. 1361. It is a two parameter family of distributions that can be used to approximate any general distribution of interarrival times [4, p. 201 and [3, p. 1741 . Moreover, since the exponential distribution is a special gamma distribution, the preceding model is complete in the sense that it includes the important special case of a Poisson process. We can thus assume the transition density of the {W,} process, IPn lYk'"'I.
Pn IIk"')l 141 A CLOSES AT t=T Fig. 3 . l-Memory detection scheme using a gamma transition density model
Given W, = t,, we have for T, g W,, 1 -t", EiT,) = rut,;
var (T.) = $ ; C(T) = Jvar (7) = k-'/2 n Wn)
where C(T,) is the coefficient of variation associated with the density of T, and designates deviation from a Poisson process.
(We have C(T,) = 1 for Poisson process, C(a) > 1, when bunching of counts occur, as is the case for photoelectric processes [S] ; and C(a) < 1 when inverse bunching effects are present, as for photon counts when the counters dead-time is taken into consideration [9] .) Thus the parameters (k,pJ have important physical meanings. Maximumlikelihood estimates of these parameters are also relatively easy to obtain [IS, p. 1371. Optimal "moving-window" processors are readily obtained when (25) is incorporated as the transition density of ( W,}. If the latter model is used in the binary-hypotheses problem over [O,T] , where a decision at T is to be made so that the probability of error is minimized, the resulting scheme is composed of the likelihood-ratio processor that utilizes (25) under each hypothesis. To illustrate the structure of this likelihood processor, assume the transition density (25) possesses the parameters (kci),pii') under hypothesis Hi, i = 0,l. For mathematical simplicity, also assume the incoming processes to have a high average number of occurrences in [O,T] (and pClt to behave well in [O,T] so that a single edge term in the likelihood ratio can be neglected with respect to the other NT terms). Then, by introducing the Rieman sum approximation, we obtain Test (26) well indicates the relation between the detection procedure (and the memory utilization in particular) and the character of the incoming processes as reflected by their coefficients of variation (kc"). For kc') = kc'), the two processes have the same bunching character and test (26) becomes
ti which requires no memory. In particular, when kc') = k(O) = 1 (i.e., two nonhomogeneous Poisson processes are detected), test g1 is the well-known Poisson processor obtained in [lo] . The weighting of the terms in (26) by kc') is related to the properties of the point occurrences in the following manner. For k > 1, the hazard function1 associated with the transition density increases monotonically from zero to k/p," as T, goes from zero to infinity [8, p. 1361 . Since the probability P{T, -x > y 1 T, > x} is then a monotonically decreasing function of X, for all y, we expect the test to weight lii-1 in proportion to (ti -ti-,) , as indicated in (26). Accordingly when 0 < k < 1, the weight is expected to be proportional to (ti -ti-1)-l, since the preceding hazard function is now monotonically decreasing. (For Poisson statistics, kc') = 1, the hazard function is constant and no weighting is required.) Processor (26) is shown in Fig. 3. V. CONCLUSIONS Reduced-memory point processes are defined and characterized. Under various optimization criteria, optimal reduced-memory "moving window" information processors are derived. The latter are shown to correspond to the optimal processors that result when the incoming point processes are approximated by appropriate reduced-memory point processes. The latter utilize the least-squares reduced-memory intensity estimates of the given intensities. Practical implementation of these reduced-memory schemes requires the measurement of only reduced order statistics sequence (see [2, p. 2921 for a proof). Also, from (lla) since of the incoming point processes. The results are applied to {W,, n 2 0) is a point process, we obtain that X,,, 1 > X,, with the study of reduced-memory processes for DSPP's and to probability one, X0 = 0, so that the stochastic sequence {x,,, characterize m-memory DSPP's. An implementable scheme n 2 0} can be represented as the point process {(*)fi,,, n 2 0} of a l-memory distribution-free processor for point prodefined over (Xjaj,X,Fj>"'p) (16), are yet to be studied.
We will now show that {cm)@ cm)p} is an RPP with intensities given by (13). Consider first thrcase m 2 1. By (l), (lla), and ACKNOWLEDGMENT (12a) we have
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(II-l)
Proof of Expression (3) Using definition (1) and (II-l) we obtain By (l), we have for n 2 1 '"'~,(tJn,-* -,Lm+J First we need to show the existence of the m-memory assow, = t,,.**, Wn--m+l = twn+l} ciated point process {("')F$$, (m)p }. However, since (1 la) yields = lim (At)-'E{P(t< W,,, < t + At[ W,,, 2 t, W,,..*,WJ for m 2 1 a collection of probability measures on (R~+', 9Jmf1) At10 that are mutually consistent, it is a consequence of Kolmogorov's W "+I 2 t, w, = t,;.., w,-,+, = tlwn+l] extension theorem that there exists a sequence of random variables {X,,, 12 2 0} on some probability space (Qg>m)& with = E{l,(t,W,;..,W,) I Nt = n, W, = t,,,..., the finite dimensional joint distributions given by (lla). HowWn-itIf1 = Lm+11 (11-2) ever, we can take R and 9 to be the product space X,0, and X,FJ, where (fiJ,Fj) = (R,,kZ) (see [2, p. 581) . Furthermore, which yields (13b). For m = 0, we similarly obtain we readily show that {X,,, n 2 0} is an mth order Markov 'O'AJt) = E{L,(t,W,,...,W,) / Nt = n}.
(11-3)
Finally, we prove (4) by noting that by (11) we have 
